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ecurify crocks down on parking
If you have bad your car towed
recently or have been receiving
numerous parking tickets, you
have been an object of the Campus Security's crackdown on violators of the College's parking policy.
On January 16 of this year, the
entire campus community (not
only students, but faculty and
staff) was informed, through a
memorandum (from Keith James,
Director of Security) in their mailboxes, that "because of concerns
brought to the attention of the
College by the Wooster Fire Department regarding access to College facilities in the case of fire or
other emergency and difficulties
we Campus .Security Jiaye. XX--.
perienced with adherence to campus parking regulations during
Semester JJ. the College has made
the following changes in the parking enforcement regulations..."
(This quoted from the memorandum.)
The memo the went on to explain that the cost of parking tickets would be raised to S15 for a
regular violation and to $25 for
unregistered vehicles and illegal

parking in handicapped spots.
It also stated that anyone receiving five tickets in one semester
would be denied parking privileges
for the rest of the academic year,
and that any vehicle holding up
traffic flow or parked in "no park- - .
ing" zones would be towed at the
owner's expense.
Save for the increase in fines,
the only real changes in the College's parking policy have been,
according to Jim Foster, Associate
Director of Security, "in the fine
structure of the policy." The
most obvious changes have been
in the enforcement of the policy
itself, that enforcement having become stricter than in the past. '
James says that he and his cola
leagues are aiming to
policy to provide a safer
phere for everyone," since a major
problem has been the blockage of
- emergency zones. "It's a mailer of
safety, first and foremosL..we
would want to feel that the fire department could get their trucks
close enough to a building.." According to James, "In essence, the
ts
policy is not geared to 'catch'
.but to control parking on
campus... we are also strict with fa-culty and staff...eriforcement of the
policy is not limited to students."
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EMILY SILVERMAN
Voice Suff Writer
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This sign at the entrance to the parking lot at Luce Hall explains the parking regulations. Campus
Security has recently increased the cost of tickets and has begun strictly enforcing the parking policy,
(photo by Dan Stefaniuk)

James feels that "the college
as a whole
has...showncooperation...people
are more careful now" and that
"Improvement has meanL..we're

giving fewer tickets...that's really
what we want."
Anyone who keeps a car or parks
one on campus should have regis- tered it and received a booklet enti- -

tied "The College of Wooster
tor Vehicle Regulations." Any
further questions are welcome and
encouraged at the security office,
ext. 2590.
Mo-commun-

ity

Award winning orchestra
plays at Winter Gala
MASANKHO K. BANDA
Voice Staff Writer

The College of Wooster's eighth
annual Winter Gala will take place
this Saturday. February 2, 1991.
dance featuring
This
the Woody Herman Orchestra and
the Wooster Jazz Ensemble will be
held in the Lowry Center Ballroom
from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.
In the last four years, the orchestra has won three Grammies. The
semi-form- al

Woody Herman Orchestra provided
music for George Bush's inaugural

march in ball. It is led by clarinetist and
Tiberi, who
For more details, see page 7. saxophonist Frank

Wooster students participated in the
Washington, DC last Saturday.
(photo by Sabrina Simon)

anti-w-

ar

took over from his mentor Woody
Herman when he became too ill to
travel with the group in 1969.
When Herman died in' 1987, Tiberi had already chosen to succeed

him as director, a position into
which he moved with precision
and confidence. He has continued
to carry the sound that Woody Herman created in addition to adding
his own compositions, which do
not detract from the tradition that
has been laid down by Woody Herman.

.

Herman described Tiberi by saying, "Frank Tiberi is, of course,
one of the greatest saxaphone

players and a fine clarinetist
Most importantly, he's thoroughly
familiar with our music and how
the band should feel playing it.
The guys have always liked and respected him, so I knew they'd play
their hearts out every night."
Rave reviews have followed this
orchestra wherever it has" per-- ,
formed: "The band has continued
to play to cheerleading audiences
and win standing ovations in Europe, as well as America."
In a banner headline, Gerald
Kloss of The Milwaukee Journal
see

Gala: page

10

The War Wire
Special to tbe Voice
College Press Service

Hell No!

Collegiate News
NCAA passes reforms for 92

Way to Go!

University of Pittsburgh President Wesley Posvar. a 1946

West Point grad and former Army test pilot, published a public Icuer
to students Jan. 17, disagreeing with the estimated 1 JDOO Pitt students
who demonstrated against the start of hostilities, but commending
them for their awareness asnd concern for larger issues Lie war and
peace.

In New York, where 1,500 New York University students
fathered to protest Jan. 17. Mayor David Dinkins said he had been in
protests before the shooting started. "However,
clined to join anti-wwe are now at war. and so my support is with our forces that are there.
But you protesters clearly have a right and a duty to express you
views.
ar

Creative Group Names

At Columbia University, collegians who wanted to demonstrate
their support of VS. policy in the Middle East formed a group called
"Students Mobilized Against Saddam Hussein." or SMASH. . .
Eastern Michigasn University students opposed, to the war effort have dubbed themselves "Student Organization for Peace-,- " and pronounce the acronym as SOUP.
--

"

When The Shelling Started...

pregame announcement that war had began sent an estimated 3J0OO fans streaming out of the Carrier Dome at Syracuse University just before the start of the school's Jan. 16 game against the
University of Connecticut..
A nationally televised University of Montana-Universit- y
of Idaho basketball eame was delayed for five minutes when 1Z anti
A

war protesters lay down on the court and had to be carried from the are
na.
Anerv Montana fans chanted "USA! USA!" and pclicd the prone dem- -

onstrators with the potatoes they traditionally bandy about at games
against Idaho teams.
So many bomb threats were phoned into Utah State Uni
versity Jan. 17 that USU officials chose to cancel afternoon classes.

A Wave
Anti-w-

ar

students were arrested and injured at demonstra-

Other, more peaceful demonstrations were held at

Willa-

mette. Tufts, Louisiana State. Howard and Jacksonville State universities, and at the universities of Kentucky, Denver, Seattle, Louisville,
among many others.
Tbe Associated Press estimated there were more than 100 pro-an- d
anti war confrontations nationwide on Jan. 17. the first full day of
war. with more than 1.400 people arrested.
o,

Celebrity Dissent

Alan Canfora, one or tbe Kent SUte University sta dents
demonstrators in
injured by National Guardsmen firing at. anti-wAssociated,
a booking
Talent
with.
International
May, 1970. has signed
him to
for
agency, to help him capitalize on an anticipated demand
ar

speak on campuses.

Biggest Contingent

Texas A&M students nave had to leave
withdrew from class to
military duty. Twenty-tw- o
active
for
school
m
Iraq
Jan. 16. The other 25
bombing
started
in
serve the days before
withdrew from class Jan. 17. A&M vice predsident for Student Servic
es Dr. J. Malon Southerlan reported.
Forty-seve- n

ficult for schools that don't get
many walk-o- n players.
The reason, he said, is that injuries typically leave every team
shorthanded as the season wears
on, and marginal football programs won't have the walk-o- n
players to substitute for injured
Convention delegates also voted
for several limits on recruiting, including a cut in the number of
campus visits allowed for recruiting for basketball and football recruits, a limit in the number of
coaches who can recruit
and an extension of the

letic director for academic support
at Northern Arizona University.
Northern Arizona doesn't have
seperate dormitories for atheletes
because "it is in the atheletes' best
interest that they be integrated."

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
Special to the Voice

Reformers carried the day at the
National Collegiate Atheletic Association (NCAA) convention in
Memphis. Tena forcing through , Cleveland said.
Others weren't sure that limiting
a raft of changes that critics say
may or may not ease some of the . practice time and the other reforms
e
colconvenpassed at the Jan.
problems afflicting
tion would actually help keep
lege sports.
atheletes in class.
Amoung other reforms, repre"Atheletes are going to be athesentatives voted overwhelmingly
to: force schools to cut the numletes." said Paul Leudken. assistber of coaches on staff; slash the ant atheletic director at Eastern
Kentucky University. "I don't
number of scholarships by ten percent in each sport; try to ease the know if it would cause atheletes to
isolation of atheletes from other '
"
students :byjeliminaiirig aihclct- - '" "Leudken Is ihore 'concerned "'
only dorms; require" academic '" aboul'lhe1 cut' in scholarships;
counseling for all atheletes recruitwhich will mean fewer students
going out for sports.
ed at Division 1 schools; shorten
practice time and playing seasons
Schools will "require a lot more
walk-on- s
(atheletes who were not
so atheletes will have more time
for their studies, and require Divirecruited and do not have scholarsion 1 schools to spend more on ships)," Leudken said.
women's sports and men's sports
Colorado State University foot- fc,UjL
ji
ball coach EarrtJfufchghr
othcrTobtball and basketball.'
"What we Teany'waht fsTof scholarship cut; wnicrx win leave..-atheletes to earn their degrees."
football squads with 85 instead of
said Pat Cleveland, associate athe
95 players, could be especially dif-7--

big-tim-

11

hitborhardcr.;1;;
"

--
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Education predictions
receiving doctoral degrees has been
Special to the Voice
decreasing while'4he number of
women receiving those degrees has
more
women
earn
will
2001,
increased. In 2001. women are exBy
doctoral degrees than men. but pected to earn 18,900 Ph.ds. Men
men will continue to earn more will earn 17300.
medical and law degrees, the U.S.
While the distribution between
Department of Education predic-ticte- d men and women of first law and
in January.
medical degrees has shifted dramatically in the last third of the centuThe predictions were among dozens published by the department, ry, in 2001 men will continue to
which oversees most federal colearn more degrees. 41,400 to
lege programs, in a new book that women's 29.900.
Among the report's other findthrows together many of tbe government's statistical studies of the ings:
Colleges nationwide will connation's schools.
The results should hepl planners tinue to hand out more than one
reform schools for the next centumillion bachelor's degreres a year
ry, department officials main-- throughout the 1990s. Master's
tained.
degrees are expected to rise, reach"It's imperitave that we think ing 327,000 by 2001.
about and plan for oaf schools and J
Women will continue to be
the children we will serve in the" the majority in each class that becoming decade," explained acting gins college during the 1990s, as
Secretary of Education Ted Sandthey have every year since 1979.
ers.
Higher education enrollment
One of the most noticeable chain--' will climb from 13.4 million in
gesa wqill be the growing domi19S9 to 14.4 million in 2001.
nance of women in U.S. grad The biggest gains will be at public
schools.
campuses.
Since 1976. the number of men
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

of Demonstrations

tions in and around Southern Methodist. Cal State at Sacramento and
and
Ohio universities, as well as at the universities of Texas-Austi- n
Oaklahoma, among others.
At Michigan, demonstrators slashed tbe tires of cars
parked in front of the ROTC building, and Unversity of California at
Los Angeles protesters spilled blood and oil on the steps of the federal
building in downtown LA.

Illinois-Chicag-
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off-camp-

"dead-perio-

us

during which coaches

d"

haCnO cbhtact with recruits.
The recruiting1 limits were
measures and not in response to recruiting violations.
NCAA officials said.
A reform requiring Division 1
schools to spend a minimum of
$250,000 on men's and women's
sports besides football and basket
ball raised the ire of many smaller
may

cost-cutti-

ng

--

have to change divisions.
Most of the reforms must be in
place by 1992.
--
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We are a new commuter

service available In this
area. We provide an
eight minute service to
Cleveland-Hopkin- s

Air-

port, saving you expense
and time. We will fly any
where In the US and Canada. Accommodates up
to five passengers. Call
567-327- 7.

TOUR GUIDES
WANTED

APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE IN THE

EMISSIONS OFFICE
INTERVIEWS
WILL BE GIVEN
FEBRUARY 21-2- 7
IN THE

ADMISSIONS OFFICE

Viewpoints
Letters

Letters

Anti-Palestini- an

remarks called racist
As Muslims we must protest to
the commentary that was included
in the Voice dated Jan. 25th. We
resent and take offense to Drew
Nicholson's opinion that the Palestinians do not deserve a homeland and find it highly racist. We
are saddened that a college that
polstrongly imposes a
newspaper
to
icy should allow its
make such derogatory statements.
Are we to assume that this policy only applies in certain cases
and not in others? This is an obvious and blatant abuse of the freedom of speech amendment available to you. We would like to advise Mr. Nicholson not to make a
statement like that when he is in
Saudi Arabia: it might decrease his
chances of survival and his effec
non-raci- st

tiveness as a "freedom fighter."
We would like to ask Mr. Nicholson that if he thinks so little of
the Arabs, why is he going to
fight for the sake of a very Arab
nation? While it may seem heroic
to some, to us and to many other
Muslims Mr. Nicholson seems to
be a hypocrite.
We certainly would not want a
person like that on our side if our
nation was involved in a war.
OS MAN MIAN
KHALIDKHAN
MASAAUD IFTEKHAR
Wooster Students
Editor's Note: The Voice adheres
to the College policy of promoting diversity and understanding and
therefore, provides an open forum
for the discussion of opinions.

Opposing War is NOT Hurting US
No, Drew Nicholson, conscien-- 1
tious objectors are not supporting
Saddam Hussein. Your statement
was appalling in its hurtful quality
and without any redeeming, helpful value. Most conscientious objectors oppose ALL war, including
Saddam's. But it hurts that the
US, which claims to be the most
enlightened nation in the world
(read the Constitution sometime),
is throwing thousands of its own
lives away, not to mention the
lives of Iraqis, Kuwaitis, Israelis,
and those of other nations involved
in this mess to try to continue to
get cheap oil. Rather than hurting
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DOUG BROWNE
Conscientious Objector
to ALL war

The College of Wooster offers a
variety of organizations for stu- dents to be. involved in. Certain
students, however, have not had
the opportunity to express their
beliefs and opinions through the
existing organizations. We are
very excited about a new organization that is in the process of being
formed here at Wooster.
We are asking, "What right does
a mother and her abortionist have
to impose their morality upon the
mother's unborn child... fatally?"
A group of students who believe

that every child has a right to live
is coming together and finally having their voices heard on this campus. Abortion is a controversial
issue that is filled with emotion
and rightly so.
After all, abortion is the act of
killing an innocent, unborn child
and that issue certainly requires a
great deal of emotion. Students
against abortion must unite in order to make an impact and stop the
senseless, needless killing.
We are uncertain of the actual
agenda of this newly formed

.

group, but we do know that a
group of students want to have a
views.
forum for their pro-lif- e
We encourage all who share
these beliefs join us for an informal, organized meeting on Wednesday, February 6, at 8:30 PM in
Lowry room 1 18. If you have
any questions please contact Ali
Hummel, Box 1900, ext 3155 or
Janine Cairo, Box 1308, ext.
4085.
ALI HUMMEL
Wooster Student

.
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Circulation Manager.
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The Wooster Voice is published each Friday
during the academic year except during break
and exam periods by the students of The College of Wooster.
We welcome all typed, double spaced letters
to the editor which do not exceed 300 words.
Letters must be received by 5 p.m. on the
Tuesday before publication. Editorials and
opinion columns are the responsibility of the
writers and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the other members of the staff. Subscriptions to The Voice are $25 for the year
and $15 for a semester. Oversees subscripi-tion- s
are $45. Subscription orders and commentary must be addressed to The Wooster
Voice, C-- 3 187, The College of Wooster,
All
Wooster, Ohio 44691, (216)
commentary must include a phone number.
We reserve the right to accept or reject all
advertising.

David Dring
Lalith G una warden
Glenn Kempf
Elizabeth Kirkpatrick

solar power for that I'd need a
book. Suffice it to say Bush
chose to kill people, including
people who up to that point weren't involved (the innocents in Tel
Aviv), when he chose war. I don't
know how he can justify it to his
conscience. I know I couldn't

finally have voice on campus

Pro-life- rs

The Wooster Voice

I won't even speak of the horrors
of war which this nation is taking
on in order to continue to pollute
the environment and use up many
times its share of the world's fossil
fuels rather than using things like

the US, we are engaging in our
constitutional right and duty to
inform the government when we
feel its actions are wrong.
Yes, we want American soldiers
out of Kuwait We also want Iraqi
soldiers out of Kuwait I think
most of us would agree in an ideal
world there wouldn't be any soldiers anywhere. But when sanctions were not given a chance to
work and other peaceful means of
resolving this problem were cut
off by George Bush's January 15
DEADline (which is exactly what
it is), don't tell me that war was
the last remaining alternative.

Columnists

RobbDeGraw
William Van Cleave
Greg Home
Drew Nicholson

Staff Writers
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The "wrong" color:
Bart at American Music Awards
The Bartman, He's the latest
craze. From Simpson shorts to
his own T.V. show, Bart Simpson
and
is a figure that kids
adults alike just love to identify.
He's failing in school, busun' on
everybody, he raps and insults,
he jokes and pokes fun, he's
he gets away with .
of-fensive-A-

ND

Inside Out

Voice

Upside Down
William Van Cleave

n

recent interview.

This past Monday night, things changed. Someone chose a race for
Bart on national television. Wads of people were at the American Music Awards: people of all races, sexes, ages and musical backgrounds.
There was one person there who shouldn't have been black or white
or of any other racial group. He was funny. He was Bart. It was
Bart's voice. Bart's hands, Bart's clothes and head and hairbut suddenly, Bart wasn't yellow anymore. He was decidedly PINK; I got up to
adjust the color on my T.V, but no. he was really pink. Bart was the
rrir tsf hnrviaid for whites, the color that s often called
bv members of the white population. The color that made millions of
Americans, young and old, during THE prime lime television skx iur
children (8 p.m.) contradict what they had heard and seen regarding
"flesh-colore-

d"

Bart's race.
Now, I hope when next I see Bart Simpson, he's back to being a
yellow color. I hope he's not pink. I hope
nice,
he's not white. I hope that everything Matt Groening said is true, and
what I saw on the American Music Awards was a freak accident.
sing

Bart Simpson, the hero of the nation's children, simply isn't supposed to be white at alL

Letters
Palestinians deserve homeland
I would like to know what gives
Mr. Nicholson the right to say of
the Palestinians. "They'll never get
a homeland, nor do they deserve
iL" I am a Muslim and while I
have never really taken an active
role in the Palestinian problem, I
take offense to this kind of rhetoric.
In his commentary he talks
about the plight of the Kuwaitis,
and how he plans to fight for their
freedom. Well, what of the Palestinians? Because they choose to
align themselves with somebody
who at least supports their cause
(Saddam Hussein), docs that allow
Mr. Nicholson to say what he

says?

It took the US a good many

(

years to even recognize the PLO.
I understand fully that the Israelis
cannot be displaced either; somehow a compromise has to be
reached. But ideas like those Mr.
Nicholson expresses will always
destroy any chance of peace in the
Middle East because something
li
will always rotate around the
issue.
Mr. Nicholson. I wonder, are
you going to war because you are
a "freedom fighter" or is it because
you hate Arabs or Muslims?
FAROOQ G. AHSAN-UD-DIWoostcr Student

Guet Commentator

The media began its war coverage with this often used statement
warning of potentially slanted information coming from those directing the war efforts. But now,
it should also be applied to those
who lead the war protests.
Anyone who saw the halflime
show of Super Bowl XXV also
saw a fine example of propaganda,
reminiscent of "The Triumph of
the Will." The American people
do not need such overt propaganda
to support the war. Information
alone will suffice.
Propaganda is also being utilized
by the peace movement, however.
For example, I was at lunch at
Kittredge when some flyers were
being passed ouL The theme was
stop the war.
Admirable.

Then, it went on to list 10
"bytes" of information that, I as-

self-criticis- m.

sume, were to sway those who haven't made up their minds.
The flyer was filled with inaccumisracies,
representations, generalizations,
and outright lies.
For example, one inclusion of
an unconfirmed "byte" was :
"Thousands of Iraqi citizen.- - will
be killed today (12891) as US
bombs again rain down where they
over-simplificatio-

J

ns,

huddle.":
Oh yeah. I almost forgot, those
killed will be "mostly women."
the ones who "huddle." Where
was the mention of "innocent, precious children?"

The choice of the language and ing one's feelings towards war.
patone was reprehensible, but what No one has the right to define
agenda.
own
was worse was the inclusion of triotism for their
The peace movement should not
unconfirmed accusations about
be adopting the simplistic methods
Allied bombings.
If there are confirmed reports of of its right wing counterparts. By
widespread civilian casualties in using their methods, the peace
movement, in effect, becomes just
Iraq, then let that be the issue. Civilian bombing suffices as bad as dubious as those they contest.
That flyer was a truly disapbombing and gender does not make
pointing representation of the camit worse. This women and children theme, coupled with inaccura- pus peace movement
The peace movement on this
cies, is a cheap attempt to solicit
has annointed itself to
campus
support under false pretenses.
"Word," to offer the
the
spread
According to ABC News (1239
perspective
alternative
an
campus
91). Iraq has claimed that 320 cithe
events'facing
volatile
on the
vilians have been killed by the Alnations in the Middle East
lied bombing and 90 soldiers.
They need to take an ethical
vicNot even Iraq identified the
stance, offer truth rather than fictims as women.
than
This number covers the entire tion, informed opinions rather
and
manipulations,
and
rhetoric
war. What does the author of this
their
than
methods
better
utilize
flyer know that the Iraqis don't?
be the
I asked the author of the flyer counterparts. They should
voices
of
the
reason,
not
where the information used came voices of
from. The reply was that it came manipulation.
The peace movement has an adfrom the New York Times and
They
."other sources." When I asked vantage of
rejectgain
by
everything
to
have
.
why the "bytes" were not cited, the
reply wasTaWtftarcrtte taxz
. parts and nothing to lose by conand I know they are true."
In IS and our research papers, stantly refining their strategies.
The realization that they do not
most people grumble about the
have, nor do they need, a monopo- painstaking detail of proper citations our professors require. But ly on "truth" would serve them
there is a reason for this and it is well
The methods practiced by the
more evident than ever.
sponsors
of this flyer defeat their
Shouldn't we bold the peace
to
purpose:
inform the campus. In
movement to the same degree ef
.attempting
to manipulate us, they
professionalism and accountabilionly alienate us.
ty?
Fact, they should realize, is their
Another "byte": "War is not patriotic, but protest against it is." . best weapon.
PaUTodsm is not an issue concern

:

Letters

War necessary to stop bully

Arab-Israe-

N

Attention junior and senior men:
Applications are now available at the office of housing and residential life for a
current opening in Kenarden Lodge
Applications are due:
Wednesday, Jan. 30.

!

Truth is first casualty of war

&

Bans have vowed up everywhere, and Simpson
creator Matt Groening has just smiled, while calmly reminding viewers that Bart Simpson is YELLOW, and therefore not limited by race.
"He's really not white or blackor red or purple," Groening said in a
African-America-

Commentary

MARK OSGOODE SMITH

it. A child's dream come true.

all-encompas-
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When a person or group of persons threaten the members of society, it is society's obligation to .
deal with them. It does not matter
whether they are school bullies
who steal their peers' lunch money, drug dealers, terrorists or people with ruthless ambitions like
Saddam Hussein. People like
those listed prey on those who
cannot defend themselves and are
easy to control. They strive for
two things: power and wealth.
They will go to any extreme to get
and keep both of these.
Saddam Hussein's ambitions
have led him to kill off all opposing government officials, to gas a

large number of rebellious Kurds
within his country, to attack and
forcibly annex Kuwait, and lastly
to bomb Israel, an innocent bystander to the whole Gulf conflict.
Just like the grade school bully, he
is using terror to curb the liberty
of individuals. Unlike a grade
school bully, however, he cannot
be dragged down to the principal's
office and given a suspension.
Instead it is up to the international
community to condemn his actions and try to stop him.
The proven methods of doing
this are United Nations condemnation, international sanctions, negotiations and war. All of these ex

cept war have been tried. All have
failed to prevent Saddam Hussein
from attempting to fulfill his ruthless ambitions. The only alternative left is war. War is unfortunate, but necessary. United States
involvement with this war is also
necessary due to our economic and
military politics.
It is our responsibility as Americans to accept that responsibility
and work to keep the world free
from leaders that have never outgrown stealing kids' lunch money
at school.
FRITZ NELSON
Wooster Student

February 1,
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Even the Super Bowl

Commentary

didn't escape

I'm going to talk about some-

5

War opinions re cycled

A'Different

thing that held almost everybody's
attention last week Super Bowl
XXV. It sure was nice to have
the Giants prove to almost everybody (I knew they would win)
Drew
wrong and beat the Bills. Sorry
out there to all those Bills fans
it was a damn good game. Missed that last Held goal by about four
yards. I truly think that the Bills will take it in "92.
The game was very exciting. A last second play that could win or
lose the game was just like the NFC Championship Game against the
49ers, only this time, the Giants were praying for a miss (Did anybody
besides me notice that Matt Bahr made the winning field goal again?).
And that miss was as good as a mile.
But I don't want to talk about the game per se. I want to talk about
the effect the Gulf War had on the game. Starting with the very munshow was preempted. This was a good thing, the
dane, the half-tim-e
show consisted of the New Kids on the Block singing with their usual
style that is to say, with none. There were thousands of children on
the field, including two thousand who have relatives in the Gulf. This
was the Silver5 Aiirriversary of the Super Bowl, so all the pregame was
aboutafa tfieuper Bowls rjefore this one. : Yet this game was played
under a shadow a relatively unseen shadow; but-i- t was there nonethe
less.
I don't know how many people have read the book Black Sunday, or
seen the movie, but it is about terrorists attacking the Super Bowl with
a blimp during the game. It is a story that might have been a frightening reality this past Sunday.
The security at this Super Bowl was staggering. What amounted to
three or fouM)oliee forces JwottH of wjpssummndedihejstadiura, and
Ctoraete tehtobkxked-tfim6TifipT5udb)utfwm
car-bokbep
Irom feeirfg execute.
entry wawiritoWsmfitorn td
below even
compartments
Car trunks and hoods were lifted and the
could be
bomb
kind
of
the engines were searched at random (what
manifold could hold a nuclehidden in an engine? The
ar bomb big enough to level the Tampa Bay area.) Every fan and remachines
porter who passed into the stadium had to walk through
from
the sky
area
the
patrolled
helicopters
FBI
searched.
hand
were
and
or
little
was
there
that
determined
was
it
after
was
done
and all of this
arrprecedent
security
was
flurih&
iThis
thegame.
no threarbf ah attack
ed in thVfus"tbry',bf ;brganlzea slwrtiiti'heUA. Utir.beiterto err op
: "
the side of caution.
This is what Saddam Hussein has done to us. We are paranoid.
Those of us who had relatives or friends going to the game prayed for
their safety going to a FOOTBALL GAME. There hasnt been a ter
rorist attack in the United States yet, but stress that "yet". Sooner or
later, most likely sooner, something is going to happen. The ground
campaign of Desert Storm should start in mid to late February. If there
hasnt been an attack on the U.3. oy terrorists oy mai ume. i wm
greatly surprised and relieved. I don't think well, make it that far, however, and for the first time EVER, VS. citizens are going to be afraid
of unwarranted attack in their own country. Innocent Americans are.
rotnz to die in the cities and in the suburbs.
I emect American support for the war to go way down it is typical
for Americans to cut loose when they get scared. Remember, this is
the country that elected most of its incumbents last November. This is
the country that reelected Jesse Helms. The American people deserve
what they get.
Don't eet me wronz. I still support this war and I will Still go when
drafted, or nerhaDS even before I am drafted. I am just realistic. People
id
wfll die and this war is still worth it I wantto stop aggression; and
am
an
innerenuy vioiem
takes aggression to stop aggression. Man is
m-- i
Thrmivwav to stoo war sometimes is to wage war.
oil far this week. Except a great big congratulations to the
years, ana 10 mc
Giants for winning their second Super Bowl in live
Bills- .- better luck next time.

Perspective:

JONATHON PHILIP BRICKER
Voice Guest Commentator

Nicholson

.

In airing their concerns over recent events in. the Middle East, It would appear that, for many,
Wooster students have reminded 'holding an opinion at Wooster is
me of several questions that I have not an exercise in intellect, but
had for some time. These are not rather one of watching a favorite
questions that concern themselves personality on CNN, memorizing
with whether or not the United his or her point of view and supStates should have made this latest porting arguments, and in this way
taking command of a dialogue that
crisis its
can
be handily regurgitated at the
see
to
are
unable
who
Those
manuPersian
Gulfs slightest mention.
facade
through the patriotic
amusing to me are
Particularly
factured by George Bush and his
cronies and recognize this latest those Wooster students who have
ideological crusade as nothing less chosen to adopt a primitive knee-jer- k
"I support George Bush, perithan imperialist debauchery are
od", ethos. One would think that
probably beyond redemption anyway. .Instead, sLudent.response to those too lazy to develop their
conflict in the PersianXJjuif. region own Opinions," or too ignorant to's
has prompted me to ask a series of be objective, might at least take
questions as to the value of higher the time to replicate those of
education and, more explicitly, of someone more sophisticated.
What is my point? That, at a
that wonderful liberal arts enterprise in which we at Wooster are liberal arts institution of Woost-er'- s
stature, students should demall partakers.
Having witnessed students from onstrate themselves better equipped
all perspectives express their views
war-of-the-ye-

.

with regard to the current crisis, it
has occurred to me that large numbers of them have avoided indulging in original thought altogether.

ar.

.

to resist the urge to romanticize in
the unequivocal tragedy of military
conflict, even if this necessitates
embracing sentiments that happen
to run contrary to prevalent popular persuasion. That if a bastion of
cerebration like The College of
Wooster cannot within its confines
foster reflective and intelligent expression, it is unlikely that this
essential societal component will
be born elsewhere.
That, if Wooster is not teaching
those under its auspices to think
for themselves, as I posit several
recent Voice contributions alluding
to strife in the Persian Gulf region
unfortunately evidence, it is in

danger of failing in its primary
mission, as a successful intellectual venture. That as scholars and
inheritors of the liberal arts tradition, Wooster students should in
every aspect of their lives dutifully
aspire to forge ideas that are truly
their own and avoid recycling the
stubborn and tired convictions of
an all too bewildered status quo.

e

mb

Letters

air-condiuoru- ng

x-r- ay

-

-

tw

Protestors not hippies from the 60's
I oppose the war in the Gulf and
I am living in 1991. Since the
--

beginning of the war, the media
has tried to dismiss those of us
who protest the war as subscribing
to a nostalgic fashion trend that
exhumes the rebellious image associated with the 1960's.
er, social responsibility and awareness are timeless concerns that require a mindset rooted in the

present
World Wars I and II sparked protests as well; human rights issues
are not endemic to the sixties or
the nineties, but are rather continuing interests of those who want
peace in the world. Indeed, I have
absolutely no wish to reclaim the
'sixties:.'
While mat particular time period
was a notable one in American
history, I am not nostalgic for an
era in which I was not even. bom.
'
For the sake of brevity, I will

::

t

f

i

i

i t

.

'j

r.v

.

.

1

not detail my reasons for opposing
the war. But I have thought, and
continue to think, extremely carefully about the issues involved.
"
When the media depicts demonstrations against the war, however,
it does not attribute any such
thought to the participants: concerned citizens are portrayed as sixties throwbacks.
Unfortunately, many college and
university students have also
adopted this attitude. Protesters at
Kent State were met with chants
of "hippies go home," and in last
week's issue of the Voice, Drew
Nicholson claimed that students at
the College of Wooster are gripped
:
with a "fake idealism."
-

These sweeping generalizations

and stereotypes are neither edifying

nor constructive. It would be just
as easy and just as pointless for
me to claim that those who advocate the war are "fake idealists"

who seek a military panacea for
the Gulfs problems. But nothing
is gained by assuming that people
with opinions differing from or
opposing one's own are devoid of
Such a
intellectual integrity.
stance is neither productive nor accurate.
Participants in a demonstration
are expressing deeply held beliefs,

not emulating a romanticized
age

im-

of the 1960's handed down by

It is
groups
of
entire
wrong to discredit
people with one's own preconceived notions of their motives.
television and movies.

- My thoughts and feelings

con-

cerning the war are firmly grounded in the present and future, and it
is my future and the future of my
country that is precisely the reason why I cannot accept the cur-rePersian Gulf situation.

nt

MELLIE GREGORY
Wooster Student,

,

Hales,
Copeland speak on War
Barnes-Wrigh- t,

DANADEWEESE
VoV- - Cryrf Ffimr

Thousands of blacks committed
themselves to the United States
military before Hussein's August 2

Three members of the College of
Wooster administration, Lenora
Barnes-Wrigh- t,
R. Stanton Hales
and Henry Copeland, offered their
views on the war in the Persian
Gulf.
Barnes-Wrigh- t.
Director of Black
Student Affairs, expressed disappointment that alternative strategies and diplomatic relations were
not employed by the Bosh administration. Although not surprised
that Saddam Hussein did not remove Iraqi forces in Kuwait,
Barnes-Wrigsaid it would have
been beneficial if "the United

invasion of Kuwait.

ht

Slates would have engaged

inmethods other than direct

at-

tack.
According to statistics, the number of black men and women in
the United States armed forces is
disproportionate to the number of
whites in the military. However,
blacks are more evenly distributed
on the ground, in the front lines,
where they are subject to casualties.
Their contribution to society

"will definitely
Barnes-Wrig-

ht

be missed."

said.

well-inform-

anti-w-

ar

Disappointment with War coverage

Barnes-Wrig- ht

expressed concern for the
disrupted families of black soldiers, as well as for the soldiers
and military personnel that entered
the armed forces to meet career and
educational goals.
The administrator said she is
positive about the student dialogue
that has been elicited since the January 17 onset of war. She stressed
the importance of becoming
about United States foraffairs.
This includes not
eign
y
foreign policy,
only present-dabut also United States international relations of the past.
"An important component of
striving toward peace is knowing
who we arc as a nation and society." she said.

Despite her

Letters

ed

views,

admitted confusion
about how to actively communicate support to the soldiers.
though no friends or members of
her family are currently positioned
in the war zone, two may be called,
for duty soon.
Barnes-Wrig- ht

I have been disappointed with
the coverage offered by the Voice
on student reactions to the war in
the Persian Gulf. While every
student has an equal right to voice
his or her opinion on the subject,
it seems that a disproportionate
amount of coverage has been offered to one Drew Nicholson,
who is apparently writing a col- -'
umn for the Voice and was quoted
at great length in two separate articles by Frank Andorka in the
January 25th issue. This might
be appropriate if Drew Nicholson
offered authoritative, articulate
and thoroughly deliberated views
on the topic.--- instead, he is giv--'
en to statements that range from
the obtuse ("People need to know
what they are talking about before
they say stupid things, and I do
the same thing") to the unfounded
("What I see in these faces is peo-p- le
thinking they're in the six
-

ties") to the irresponsible and
mean-spirite-

("The Palestinian

d

people win never get a homeland,
nor do they deserve one").
Like many other students on
campus, I have friends who are
fighting in the Gulf, and this issue
is an emotional one for me.
Friends who were not able to afford
a college education joined the Services as an alternative. They are
now being asked to fight, kill and
perhaps die for a cause many do
not believe in. As a friend. I consider it my responsibility to support them by working to bring
them home." As a citizen and a par
triot I consider it my responsibility to work to end a war that I believe will ultimately prove detrimental to my country. For Drew
Nicholson or anyone else to attempt to characterize protest as sixties nostalgia or "fake idealism" is
irresponsible and wrong.
,

I encourage the Voice to find a
variety of sources for its coverage
of student opinion. I encourage
all students to work to make their
voices beard regarding this war, as
it will undoubtedly affect the
world we live in for a long time
to come.
ANDY COBB
Wooster student
Editor's Note: Over 50 students
with opinions not commonly
heard in the Voice were asked to
submit their comments on the
war. All of them declined,
a number of students who
have, spoken, cut pother events.
to seek
. The Voice continues
opinions and encourages anyone
to write a letter, commentary or
make their opinion known in any
form by writing to the Voice at
box 3187 or calling the office at
ext. 2598, -- . .
in-elud-

ing

f

see Wan page 7

SPEAK YOUR GilND:What do you think
parking policy?

of the new

(Quotes taken by Pauline Ach,; photos ;te

Stefaniuk.)

(

)
.

y

'

What parking policy? I don't have
a car. so I don't care.
RehmatKasnie
Senior

I think this school needs more
parking. Fifteen dollars is outrageous for a parking ticket. I do understand why they are towing from
handicap parking spaces, though.
Linda Jennings
Senior

I think

it's outrageous. I think

they are jacking up prices and
ing advantage of students. They
need to make more parking. I also
should be aldon't think
lowed to park.
CecileEbert
Senior
tak-

first-yea- rs

'

'

'
--

I don't think $15 is reasonable.
The school nickels and dimes you
to death for everything. Why
should we have to pay so much for
parking?

Hillary Sayer
Sophomore

(:.

I think seniors should get first
choice. I think that the increase
will cause fewer people to park illegally which is good.
Dan Kotcber
Sophomore

February 1, 1991
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Gulf War
War: Copeland wants "new vocab"
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

President Copeland commented
Monday on the role of a dean's
staff during a time of war. He emphasized that an academic institution must maintain an open forum. He cautioned, however,
against using administration as a
" catch-a- ll
term. Each member of
the administration, as well as each
student and staff member, he said,
has hisier own viewpoint
Copeland, in response to the
January 18 student walkout, said
that although the assembly was
healthy, it could have been equally
as effective during a time when
"classes were not in session. ..
President since 1977; Copeland.
: became a Wooster professor
of
history in 1966. When asked to
compare student reactions to the
Gulf war with student reactions to
Vietnam, Copeland agreed that
there are parallels, but also dissimilarities. He cited the draft during
Vietnam as one difference between .

ht,

"

m

;y

i
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As Saddam's air force is shown to be very ineffective, he

,

Wooster students march on DC
1

Saddam Hussein opens the oil pipeline from a Kuwaiti oil
refinery to the sea, creating a 35 mile by 10 mile large oil
slick on the Gulf. The Allies forces inadvertently set the
suck aflame during a ship battle with an Iraqi vessel.

Civil rights, environmental

.

morial. "It's a very powerful and
moving monument," Gregory said.
Voice Feature Editor
"It really made me realize why I
Exactly a week ago today at 11 was there at the rally we don't
p.m., over 90 members of the want to have to build another
monument."
College of Wooster community
For Gregory, the main purpose
gathered at Lowry Center, where
two buses picked them ip to take of the march was to"Jet the
them to the rally on Washington, government, the media, and the
public know that you're not going
D.C. for peace.
After a bus ride of more than to sit passively and let this hapseven hours, the group arrived in pen. It may not have a direct efWashington Saturday morning, at, fect on legislation, but it is an imwhich time they had a couple portant statement of disagreement." Gregory characterized the
hours of free time in the city bemarch as "an uplifting, but also a
fore the rally began.
Junior Mellie Gregory said that sobering experience."
Brian Yocum, a senior who atshe and her friends spent some of
tended the rally, concured with
their free time at the Vietnam me

More SCUD missile attacks on Israel. At least three more
dead, over 100 injured.

awareness, drug cultures and the
women's movement were new to
students of the 1960s, and while
they concern today's students, he
said, "Most students today are still
talking with their parents." unlike
many young people 25 years ago.
Despite this,1 Copeland added .
that too many of today's students
compare the Persian Gulf with
Vietnam.
Students should "have other
words in their vocab." Copeland
said.

.

JENN SPTLBURG

More Allied strikes flown into Iraq and Kuwait Over '
30,000 have been flown.

the wars..
Copeland said that contrasts between students of the 1960s and
1990s can be contributed to issues
other than Vietnam.
"In the 1960s a counterculture
was developing. Whether you
were living in San Francisco or
Wooster, you saw people wrestling with a whole string of issues," be said.

decision."

Hales, Vice President for Academic Affairs, also explained his
political position on the war. Although Hales, like Barnes-Wrigagreed the war is a tragedy, he added that passivity would have resulted in serious long-tereffects.
In a written statement. Hales
compared the war in the Persian
Gulf to World Warn.
"I believe that, if the United
States had not entered World War
IT, every Jew in Europe, and perhaps the world, would have been
killed," he said.
Hales staled that United States"
military and government officials v'
know much about Hussein's psy- -'
etiological make-u-p and aggressive
potential. He added that United
Stales citizens elected the officials
who approved the military action,
but that "it is through democratic
processes that others are freely expressing disagreement with that

THIS WEEK IN THE WAR

Gregory that the experience was an
uplifting one. He stated, "I had
never been to a march before, and
now I realize how empowering it
is to see hundreds of thousands of
people assembled for a common
.cause."

--

,',

:

-'
.--

Although the rally was definitely
a strong channel through which
one could register disapproval of
the war in the gulf, Gregory was
quick to point out that "you can
also do a lot more than march."
She strongly suggested writing
letters to members of Congress
and other government representatives as a means by which one can
make one's voice heard.

mt

now.

IT"

ft
is rumored to have killed several of his Air Force and
Force commanders. "He does have a very dynamic
ts
program,' said a Pentagon official. Allied loss
es still number below fifty causalities.
Anti-Aircra-

zero-defec-

Members of the Palestinian Liberation Organization fire
more than 80 short-rang- e
surface to surface missiles at
northern Israel., They fall short of their targets and only
serve to strengthen the resolve of the Israeli people.
The first piece of Kuwaiti land is freed from Iraqi rule.
The island of Failaka is liberated and becomes the first part
of Kuwait to fly the Kuwaiti flag. It appears that Iraqi sol
diers simply left the island.
The city of Ra's al Khafii, in Saudi Arabia is invaded by
troops... Four different forces reach into Saudi territo
ry, but three are turned back, one column into an Iraqi mine- - J
field. One croup of Iraqi troops do make it to the city and
occupy. (The city has been left empty for several weeks)
Allied troops are called upon to oust the invaders and destroy five Iraqi tanks and ten armored personnel carriers.
Iraqi forces are said to have taken "heavy" causalities. Allied losses are light, with twelve marines missing or killed in
action. The Iraqi attack on Ra's al Khafji is seen to be possibly a precedent of a much larger invasion.

Li

The Allied strikes continue on the Iraqi Republican Guard
based in southern Kuwait
The Allies vow to fight their war, not Saddam's war. The
ground attack by the Allies is slated to begin in mid to late
February.
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Feature
JSAF: A stock studying
KEVIN WAUGH
Voice Sports Editor

During the 1930s, students at
the College of Wooster were fined
for not mending chapel service on
Sunday mornings. With the money that was accumulated. Hans
Jenny, a professor at the College,
established the Jenny Student Aid
Fund.
JSAF is an investment club in
which students learn the rules of
the stock market and the practice
of buying and selling stocks using
the fund's money. Members meet
every Wednesday at 6 pjn. in the
Lowry Center faculty lounge to
discuss the buying or selling of a
particular stock, but they must research the stock before making the
decision.
First, a member must examine
Value Line, a financial investment
source that reports on stocks.
Club members must also review
financial journals regarding the future of the stock they are examining. Then they must calculate the
stock's growth rate and write comments about the stock on a stock
evaluation form.
The research is presented at the
meeting and the club's trustees
vote either for the buying or selling of the stock. In order for the
stock to be sold or bought,
of the club must vote in favor of the researcher's suggestion.. .
"

two-thir- ds

club and scholarship fund

In order to become a voting
member, students must attend
three consecutive meetings. Currently, there are between 60 and 70
people who are voting members,
but only around 29 trustees attend
each meeting. Two faculty advisors. John Sell and John Cook,
both business economics professors, also vote.
"A lot of times it doesn't go
through because it's tough to get a
majority." said club

two-thir-

ds

president

Qaisar

Imam.

"Sometimes people want more information from the researcher.
They're looking for a more comprehensive report."
Imam said researching a stock is
an effective way of leaching the
rules of the stock market. "It's an
easy, but comprehensive process
that leaches students to learn how
to look into a stock." he said.
"It's exciting because we deal with

real stocks, real money, real
bonds."

Senior Qaisar Imam examines stock reports for the Jenny Student Aid Fund. JSAF provides a
scholarship to students and is also a club that studies trends In the stock market, (photo by Sabrina
monj

"

JSAF also offers monetary
scholarships to international students nearly every yeanLasVyear
we gave out five two thousand
dollar scholarships," Imam said.
"It depends on bow well our portfolio is going. I'd say 90 percent
of the time we give out scholarships. It's the most unique aspect
of our club."
jjmam said the presence of Paul

Storm of Merrill Lynch as JSAFs
broker is a benefit to the club.
"Paul is a recent college graduate
and we think that's important because we want to give him an account since he's out of college.
Plus, be can relate to us," he said.
JSAF is a
club on
campus, but receives attention nationally.
.."We're the least publicized club
low-profi- le

at Wooster, but we're tte most .. club," be said, "We have English,
math, and sociology majors. It's
underthe
few
schools
"Very
at
not only for people who want to
graduate level have this land' of get into business.' Even though I
club, especially at a liberal arts was interested in economics when
I first came here, I thought Dow
Imam said the club is not reJones was one stock. Someone
suggested I go to a meeting to
stricted to economically-minde- d
students. "A lot of people think of find more information. I was conbut fused at first, but it's taught me a
ns as Wall Street wanna-be'- s.
there's a diversity of people in the
r. -

zzi

uj

-
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Speech and debate team takes second at Youngstown Tournament
JENMCGEE
,
Ynirr finnr Wrirrr

--

r

Six members from the Wooster
Speech and Debate team went to
the Youngstown State Forensics
Competition on Friday of last
week and returned with a second-platrophy. Ranked below only
Youngstown themselves, Wooster
beat out rivals Bowling Green
State University and Heidelberg
College, as. well as ten other
schools. ,
- Senior . team member Randal
record-hig- h
. Horobik pulled down a
- five trophies; three
e
tro-

fifth-plac-

ce

ce

j

W

'
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first-plac-

phies for ADS (Alter Dinner
Speech) Speaking. Impromptu

u
.

.(

1

'

Dr. Peter Roff. Drew Nicholson. Paul Wexler, Scott Merriman. Randal Horobik, and Jen McGee
surround the trophies won at Youngstown. (photo by Dan Stef aniuk)

Speaking, and Extemporaneous
Speaking; a second-plac- e
trophy
for Persuasive Speech; and a third-platrophy for his speech to inform. He also garnered an unprecedented five perfect ballots during

ce

the tournament.
Senior Scott Merriman helped
the team further towards their second-place
win with his second-plac- e
trophy in Extemporaneous, a
e
finish in Impromptu,
and sixth-plain Informative.
Sophomore Robb DeGraw, in his
second tournament appearance, finished forth in Extemporaneous.
There were also excellent showings by senior Paul Wexler, who
competed in an experimental
event. Extemporaneous Lincoln-Dougla-

'

.

ss

Debate; senior Jen
McGee; and sophomore Drew
Nicholson in his first tournament.
About his own performance,
Horobik commented, Tve always
thought I was capable of an outing
like this Tm just glad it finally
happened. It's got me feeling confident for state and national tournaments. -

.
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In

American Chamber trio performs

SHAWN PERRY, Voice Arts Editor

present two recitals at the Moscow
Conservatory.
Voice Arts Writer
On leave from her position as
Currently the principal cellist for
violinist with the Lyric Opera of
June DeForest, the College of Chicago and the American Ballet the Lyric Opera of Chicago and the
Wooster's distinguished visiting Theatre in New York, DeForest American Ballet Theatre in New
York. Morganstern has held the
professor of music, will perform was previously the concert misas part of the American Chamber tress for the Joffery Ballet and the same positions in the Aspen FestiTrio this Sunday in Gault Recital Canadian Opera. She has appeared val Orchestra, the Joffery Ballet
in recital at Weill Recital Hall, the and the American National Opera.
Hall at 4 pjn.
talHe has given, three recitals at
National Gallery of Art in WashThe trio, which features the
Alice Tully Hall and has performed
ents of pianist Eric Larsen, cellist ington, D.C. and in the Contithe complete works of Beethoven
Daniel Morgans tern and DeForest nental Bank Series in Chicago.
for piano and violoncello at Weill
Larsen has been acclaimed equalon violin, has been performing toly for his solo and chamber music Recital Hall at Carnegie Hall with
gether since 1975. They have given three ' series of concerts at performances, and is one of the pianist Larsen.
For their program this Sunday,
Carnegie Recital Hall, have apmost versatile artists of his time.
LinHe has done extensive research of the American Chamber Trio will
peared at Alice Tully Hall at
be performing "Dumky," by Anto-ni- n
coln Center and have performed for . the Edward Grieg Manuscript ColDvorak, Trio in C major by
lection in the Bergen, Norway,
chamber music societies, museums, and universities throughout Bibliotek. This past January, he Joseph Haydn, and Trio in A Miwas invited to the USSR to nor by Maurice Ravel.
the United States, as well as Europe, South America, and the Far

KATE JONES

East

Paul Robeson will be remembered this Friday, by virtue of a

performance

by

Artist-in-Residen-

ce

Robert William Ingram
Jr., who is also visiting professor
in the music and theatre departments. The performance will be
held in Gault Recital Hall this
Friday at 8 pjn. The performance
is free and open to the public.
Ingram was bom and reared in
Chicago. After graduating from
high school, he attended the New
England Conservatory of Music
School of Music, spending two
years in each school.
Robeson has been described as

America's Renaissance
"Every struggle I've made in my
life has had everlasting currents,"
he recalled. "I was heading toward
a big ocean I had to charter myself." And charter he did - a 1919

Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Rutgers University (where he was also
football player)
an
All-Americ-

an

will present pianist Stephen Hough and Maestro Alan Baiter on Tuesday, February 12, 1991

for the performance of Hummers Piano Concerto in A minor. The
program will also feature Dvorak's Slavonic Dance, Opus 72, 7, Da- nielpour's The Awakened Heart, Debussy's Prelude to the Afternoon of
a Faun and Stravinsky's suite from The Firebird. The concert will begin at 8:15 pjn. at EJ. Thomas Performing Arts Hall at the University of Akron. Tickets are $17, $15, and $12 with group and student
discounts available. For more information, call the Akron Symphony
office at
535-813- 1.

The Toledo Museum of Art will present Mirror of Empire:
Dutch Marine Art of the Seventeenth Century, a major exhibition
consisting of 140 masterpieces from the Dutch Golden Age of paintThis exhibition is the first to survey the rise of maing (1600-1700- ).
rine themes as a separate catagory of painting, reflecting the historical,
political and cultural values, and aspirations of the Netherlands as the
greatest maritime power of that century, vrtists such as Backhuysen,
Porcellis, van de Velde and Vroom will be featured through their
paintings, drawings, prints and sections of maps and navagational
charts. The exhibition opens January 27 and will run through April
28. Admission charge for the exhibition is $3.00..
will present Catherine Han
and Jenny Wang,
of the 1990-9- 1 Akron Youth Symphony
Piano Competition, at its winter conceit on Sunday, February 10,
1991. The concert will be conducted by Victoria Gau and will feature
Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 1 in C Major, Mozart's Piano Con
certo No. 23 in A Major, and selections from Die Fledermaus by
Strauss. The concert will begin at 3:00 p.m. at the EJ. Thomas Performing Arts Hall at the University of Akron. The performance is
open to the public, free of charge.
co-winn-ers

who sought to overcome injusticwhere he majored in voice and
in piano and pipe organ. He es found in all walks of life," said
got his B.S. from Indiana and his the University of Northern Colorado Mirror.
M.S. from the University of IlliIngram will be joined by Profesnois at Urbana and at both institusor Richard Figge of the German
tions hi majored in music and
department, who is also a
is speechtheatre and educaand respected actor. Figge
tion.
play
in
the role of a member of
He also studied Europe at two will
Activities
prestigious music schools, the the House
Paris conservatory and Ecole de Committee before which Robeson
Musique in Paris and the Stuttgart was forced to testify against charges that he was a communist.
and a 1923 Columbia University
Figge brings extensive experiLaw graduate, Robeson found his
as a character actor to this
ence
singer
and
success as a classical
having played such roles as
show,
actor in highly acclaimed London
productions of Show Boat and the title role in Cyrano de Berge-raFriar Lawrence in Romeo and
Othello.
He was the first African-America- n Juliet and Darrow in the one man
to play the title role of show Clarence Darrow.
Accompanying Ingram will be
Othello and he was also the first
black actor to star in a Hollywood Debora Jean Stewart of Mansfield,
film, the 1933 version of Eugene who is a staff accompanist at the
She studied piano and
College.
O'Neill's "The Emperor Jones."
"Thanks to the superb, ever so organ at Ohio University, were
-'bur-yeSpecial
diverse talents of Bob Ingram Jr., she received a
a small yet beautiful slice of Talent Award" scholarship from
Robeson's life was brought to the the University's School of Music.
stage, as Ingram portrayed the man
mi-nor-

The Akron Symphony Orchestra

The Akron Youth Symphony

Ingram remembers Robeson
MASANKHO K. BANDA
Voice Staff Writer
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National Conference

on Student Empowerment and Community Service
March 7 - 10 in New Orleans
The WoosterVolunteer Network

has funding available to assist
students interested in attending
contact Chris Drake x2563

ar

First Year Students
February 4th is the last day day
to send submissions to the First Year Forum Journal
Send your journal entries, essays, fiction, poetry,
photographs, and art submissions immediately
to William Van Cteave,

ned

C-29-

74

Make Your Spring Break Arrangements Now!

Flair Travel Consultants Inc.

346 E. Bowman Street

(near McDonalds)

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
CALL (216)

For all your travel needs

Registered Ohio Travel Agent TA0305

264-650-

5
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The Sweet Honey Manifestation
New world order got you down? Growing weary and bruised from
banging your head against your nation's sense of pride and glory in a
vain attempt to get it to live up to its own professed moral standards?
Has "manifest destiny" taken on a new and even more petrifying meaning for you and all you hold dear?
Well, there's not much I can do for you. But as I was unlacing my
traveling shoes, worn from pounding the pavement in Washington D.C

Allergic Reactions
and
Carbonated Lungs
Greg Home

last weekend, a thought came to mind. Actually it was a song. I've been singing to myself a lot lately, it
helps keep me in the world.
I firmly believe that if there is a heaven, the voices of the angels will sound like Sweet Honey in the
Rock. Sweet Honey was formed by Be mice Johnson Reagon in 1974 as an acappella singing group of five
to seven black women.
Reagon came to music through the civil rights movement; she was an original member of the SNCC Freedom Singers quartet, a group that was instrumental (or rather, vocal) in spreading the spirituals and freedom
songs of the black south to the rest of the world. Since then she has established herself as a premier historian of that music and an activist in the great movement to make life better for everybody.
The women of Sweet Honey sing songs of freedom, protest, identity, love, faith, and hope. They sing the
blues, and sometimes they don't sing words at all. They know that even those that can't hear have songs to
sing, and so they have a sign language interpreter as a permanent and equal member of the group. Their
sound grows out of the traditions of African American folk music, from congregational church singing to
work songs and country blues.
The African musical tradition came to America in the form of voices, and Sweet Honey in the Rock plays
a needed role in preserving the identity and soul of those voices. The songs are not antiques or anthropological novelties, however; the tradition is a living tradition, and the songs live in the present-SweHoney's most popular recording is their double live album recorded at Carnegie Hall in 1983. They
forum series can testify.
are indeed a live eroup. as anyone who saw them in 1989 as part of the first-yeThe first album of the set is dominated by traditional spirituals, a new arrangement of the biblical Beatitudes,
and a riveting musical setting of Son La Sanchez's "Letter to Dr. Martin Luther King." The second album
contains a wide range of songs from the biting "Ode to the International Debt" to the dark love song "My La
ment."
In concert, they require audience participation, with Bern ice Johnson Reagon acting as the liaison between
y
African American singing experience unocr
the group and "the people." Many have had their first
Sweet Honey's guidance. Other "studio" albums exist, such as Tne CXher Side and 5weet Honey in tne
Rock." They are all available on Flying Fish Records.
I've been listening to these records a great deal lately, and many times these are the songs I sing to myself.
That's what these songs are for, I think. They come from a tradition who's back would not be broken, and
who's spirit would not die. That is the real American tradition, a heritage of open criticism and heartfelt vision. Listening to Sweet Honey in the Rock and singing these songs I feel a little less lonely and trapped in
this time. I can hear the voices of centuries of people who have lived in less friendly times, and who refuse
lo give up their hearts and souls to hate and fear. Sing on, humanity, lift every voice and sing!
et
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Rhythm and Blues guitarist Financial
currently has
Underground
rocks the

possible
scholarships
14

SHAWN PERRY
Voice Arts Editor

The Underground will be the site
for added excitement this weekend,

as the driving guitar sound of the
Richard P. Boals Rhythm and
Blues Band plans to set the stage
on fire with his rhythm and blues
roots.
Richard Boals was playing
Rhythm and Blues back in 1966.
while listening to such musicians
as The Who, Eric Clapton, and is
Joplin. "I'm an old hippie,"
says Boals. "I grew to know and
love R & B become a part of it."
His shows have consisted of
straight - ahead, kick a
Rhythm and Blues, with bits of
jazz, country, and rock and roll
thrown in for good measure.
Along with his own original
material. Boals and his band cover
Ja-n-

such artists as Led Zeppelin. Jimi
Hcndrix. B.B. King. Bob Seger.
and even George Gershwin's
"Summertime."
Boals and his hand - picked seven piece back-u- p band have garnered 24 years of experience in
performances in various night
clubs, concerts, and clubs. Boals
himself is a musical traditionalist
with responsibility in production
as band leader, recording producer,

and musical arranger. His band
have appeared as opening acts for
such greats as Kenny Rogers.
Bob Seger, Orion, and Waylon
Jennings.

Scholarships, fellowships
& grants.
Ed's Services
Box 3006
Boston, MA 02130

available
Stop by the office
to see if you qualify

B.W.O.
Presents

it's Annual

Sadie Hawkins
Dance
February 1 6
9 p.m.-- 1 a.m.
Lowry Center
Ballroom
semi-form-

al

J!

Woody Herman of the Woody Herman Orchestra will perform
Saturday night at the Winter Gala in Lowry Center from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. The event Is sponsored by SAB.

Gala:

SAB

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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was moved to exclaim: "Tell
Woody it went fine here." Kloss
went on to write that, "They came
to see Woody Herman... They
stayed to hear his band" The orchestra has been influenced by the
music of such great artists as Benny Goodman, Urbie Green, John
Coltrane, Count Basic and Billie
Hoi Ii day to mention only a few.
The Orchestra's repertoire consists of such favorites as Four

Take a World

View

M.A.. International Affairs
One year of academic study
United
with an on-siNations component. Excellent computer and library
facilities, campus housing,
and a nationally respected
faculty. For more information, write or call Graduate
Admissions, Drew University.
Madison. NJ 07940-400- 0.
te

(201)403-311- 0.

TT T

DREW

dance

,

Brothers, Woodchopper's Ball, Ear-

ly Autumn, Body and Soul, and
other Big Band favorites that have
become a staple of enthusiasts the
world over. The orchestra has
toured all over the world, including
Finland, Argentina, Poland, and
Spain.
This campus wide event is
sponsored by the Student Activities Board and the Dean of Student's office. Refreshments will be
served at this evening of music
and dance.

We Touch Lives
Solid commitment to the
Scriptures and evangelical
oJogy
Competent scholarship and
academic preparation
Dynamic spirit of fellowship

and community
Exciting integration of faith,
learning and life
Innovative programs including
Extenbon campuses in
Cleveland and Detroit
Two distinct counseling
programs, both dinical
and pastoral
Master of Divinity
Master of Arts
Doctor of Ministry

Ashland
Theological
Seminary
910 Center St
Ashland OH 44805
(419)289-516-

1

.
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Sports
Track excels at NCAC relays

SHADE WHITES EL
Voice Sports Writer- -

Luckily for Wooster, the sport
of track and field is not all running
events but also includes such
events as the long jump, triple
jump and pole vault On Saturday,
January 26, Wooster's field event
athletes led the way for the men,
who placed fourth out of nine
teams in the NCAC Relays.
"Several athletes had a very
strong showing," commented head
coach Dennis Rice. "We're in the
strength phase of our season, and
we are right where we want to be
;
for this stage."
In spite of
who is temporarily cdl because ;Df
an injury, Wooster's long jumpers
captured first place. Mark Marran-d- o
(21-and Brian Gallagher (19-teamed up for a combined leap
of 4 1 4. Gallagher (42) jumped an- -

seventh out of nine conference
teams, several individuals stood
out from the others with their
strong performances.
Kristen Larke threw 34-- 7 and
Kristen Rogers threw 26--4 to combine for a second place showing in
the shotpuL Diane Burtch and Nicole Krantz gave competitive efforts in the 60 high hurdles and

other fine performance in the triple
jump, where he and John Houri-ga- n
(41-- 5
14) also placed first
with an effort of 83-- 5 14.
In the pole vault, Gary Dudley
vaulted 13 feet and Alaric Van
Dam vaulted 10-- 6 to place second
with their combined effort of 23-The men's shotput also scored
fourth place with Shawn Judge's
throw of 36--1 1 and Paul Payne's
effort of 34-1Howie Rentschler, Steve McMillan, Jason Hudson, and Joel .
McBurney combined to run a second place distance medley, which
consists of an 800, 400. 1200. and
1600,(mne):jn;i03.3. Dave
also: competed well in the
f three jruie ra
running the 24
laps in a very respectable 16:25.
On the women's side, the team'
results did not show the true story.
While the Scots overall finished

8)

(

A

(

.

6.

placed fourth.

The 'women's distance medley
composed of Shade Whitesel, Mar-y- a
Cross, Jane Major, and Susan
Roberts put it all together to finish fourth with a respectable time
of 13:59 while the mile relay also
finished a competitive fourth place
beating out Allegheny. Cross, Ma-jof, Whitesel and Nicole Podgocny
combined to run 4:35.
The Scots return to action tonight at Ohio Wesleyan
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Swimmers defeats Wittenberg
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JEN POPE

pm, you saw that this was true.

Voice Sport Writer

Wittenberg is Wooster's toughest
conference competition.
This year the meet was doubly
important because it was at the
But the Wooster
borne pool.
Scots rose to the occasion and
.

If you read the signs up in
Lowry, the Wooster Wittenberg
meet was to be the social event of
the season. And if you were in
the pool Saturday startingrat 1

soundly defeated Wittenberg.

.

.
,

'.

For the women the 139- - 96 win
meant the maintenance of their undefeated record, as well as setting
the tone for an exciting conference
meet in February. Coach Keith
Beckett was extremely pleased
with the above average perfor- mances of the women's team,
"Jt was as extremely big victory ;
for the women, they were very focused in their swimming," he
said. "It was a motivational y uplifting meet for the final stretch of

,

I-

-'

Junior guard Erich Riebe (12) regains control of the ball during the
Scot's 89-6- 4 victory over Kenyon last Saturday, (photo by Krista
Hicks)

Men's

unbeaten

B-b- all

BURT KEIPER

snagged four Kenyon passes to

Voice Sports Writer

boot. Stanley set a team record for

The men's Fighting Scot hoop
continues its reign in the
team
Many of the women had season
best swims including Tammy NCAC as they remain unbeaten in
campaign.
The
the 1990-9-1
Behringer in the 200 yard butterfly
and the 200 yard freestyle. She Scots, who have posted an impressive 18-- 2 mark, have garnered a
took first in both of those events.
national ranking of 1 1 .
Kelly Allen also swam a season
The hoopers posted their sixth
best, while winning the 100 yard
freestyle. Shellie Green set the consecutive conference victory,
winning tone of the meet with a routing the Lords of Kenyon 89-6- 4
double victory in the 1000 and on Saturday night. Senior
Tim Souther!and and
500 yard freestyles.
junior center Stan
The divers played a big role in
paced the Scots with 20
the meet with Kristin Beemick.
Anne Bryant and Becky Mullan points apiece.
Aukamp owned the paint as he
taking second through fourth in
the one meter diving and Mullan connected on nine of 13 shots and
taking second in the three meter batted down three Kenyon field
goal attempts. Souther land also
diving.
But the biggest event of the scorched the net, drilling seven of
nine shot attempts.
meet was the 100 yard breaststroke
Mark Stanley
Senior
time trial that took place right bedumped in 16 points and junior
fore the. first round of diving.
point guard Erich Riebe added 12
First-yeat
medley
individual
in
200
Horiszny
participates
the
Lara
see Swim: page 12
dealt six assists and
points,
Wooster-Watenber- g
Hicks)
Krista
(photo
by
Saturday,
meet lost
the
the season.".
.

co-capt-
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Au-ka-

mp

consecutive free throws by hitting
four in a row to extend his streak
to 31.
Sophomore forward Brian Buchanan added ten points and played

outstanding, aggressive post defense. Standing at only 6 foot 3
inches, Buchanan is
every game, yet has emerged as the
Scots' best post defensive player.
On Wednesday night at Timken
Gymnasium, the Scots convincingly defeated NCAC rival Deni-soimproving Wooster's
conference record to 0 and overall record to 19-The team has won nine games
in a row. Southerland led the
team with 23 points, Buchanan
outrebounded the rest of the Scots
with seven, and junior guard Erich
Riebe and Buchanan had five as-sists apiece.
The Scots face Case Western
Reserve on Feb. 6 at Timken
Gymnasium at 7:30 pjn.
.
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Men's swim team upsets Wif f enfoerg
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Both Liz Bugbee and Sara Shumar
qualified for nationals with the
68 and 1:1050. retimes of
spectively.
For the men the victory Saturday was a major upset against the
1.-0-9.

Wittenberg men. The meet was
tied as of the one meter diving and
again as of the three meter diving.
The meet came down to the final
relay and the team of Will Fish-bac- h,
Brian Vereb. Steve Martin
and Mark Groynora woo the event
by just over one second in order to

win the meet 123 to 110.
Coach Beckett said this meet
was the "finest series of performances by a men's team during
Every
bis career at Wcoster."
man on the team scored points
that helped with the victory. As
with the women many of the men

had season best performances to
go along with their win.
A few of these men were Groy-noin the 200 yard freestyle and
Vereb in the 200 yard individual
medley and 200 yard butterfly. Andrew Schultz swam an excellent
200 yard breaststroke in order to
m

pull a must win in the next to last
event.
Tom Hungerford maintained his
dominance of the distance events
by winning both the 1000 and 500
yard freestyles. Finally the divers put forward excellent performances with Bill Kanzinger taking
second in both the one meter and
three meter and Wade Gibson diving for the first time taking third
in the one meter diving.
As Beckett said, the men wanted
that victory and it set the tone for
the conference meet.
Both teams have their last home
meet tomorrow against Wayne
State. This meet will be much
more relaxed than the meet last
weekend but still an event. The
meet starts at 1 p.m.
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Student Services

ILeus

lab

Contact Iwitms for Lmxs
Fast." Convenient
savings of up to 50. All Brands
and Prescriptions in stock, including Tints & Disposables.
Overnight shipments available.
Lenses 100 Guaranteed in
Direct-to-Yo- u

factor-

vials.
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Call for information and

FREE CATALOG.
800-726-78- 02

75K-
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24 Hours
7 Dors

GREAT DECISIONS
LECTURE:

student,
If voite an
get the AI&T Calling Card and your first call is free.

"The Media's Role in
Shaping Foreign
Policy"

off-camo- us

There's no better time to speak ytxir mind Because
now v.hcn you get your free AHSiT Calling Card, youTl
get your first 5 minute call free?
Wuh your AXT Calling Cam,
you can call from almost anywhere
to anywhere. And you can keep
ib ooo mo mi
your card, even if you move and
.
9m mm
l
get a new phone number
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tiusi CJhna CmJ call Appim k ruMmrr iuW

Our Calling Card is part of the AT&T Student .V
Ilus program, a whole package of products and .sen
deseed to make a student's budget go farther
' So look foe AT&T Calling Gttz applications m
campus. Or call us at 1 800 5257955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.
ATXT.

alb nude

Helping make college lifca little easier.

dunriR the

rr k Mum. Surxiiy ihirxiKtl Thurviiy and Hpm fnity itwjufjh
Vml
mre t ln caibnR im drpcrximg on whor and wtx-- yuu call
AjUjummuM Nrnrwilhj Vnxrrtia M. 1991
'rkrrxJ cafluy
nuy mmr
xn Smtltf
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J The right choic
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by
Stanford J. Unger, Dean of
The American University
February 6, 1991
7:30-9:0- 0
pm
Open to All students, faculty, and members of the
Wooster Community
Admission is Free.
For anyone interested in
more information about any
of the topics di cussed in the
Great Decisions lectures,
there will be a Great
Decisions book sold at the
lecture.

.

